Bold Lessons for Leaders of Today
Presentation Description
Taking from over twenty-five years of experience, this Latina demonstrates the results of personally
pursuing a call to establish a training & development business to empower parents of “at-risk” students, while
keeping the raising of her children a priority. Today, having successfully raised two daughters, she empowers
audiences with insights about the power of following one’s call to serve and it's influence on leadership.
Bringing a fresh, new voice to ancient wisdom, the presenter guides the audience to explore and
connect with the courageous, true leader within. Participants take a break from their intellectual side as she
recounts her personal journey, and reconnect to their innate capacity to lead. They awaken on a different level,
inspired to rise above fears and complacency and emerge as more effective, enthusiastic, empowered leaders.
Objectives
•
•
•

To inspire a fresh, new perspective and understanding of "leadership" and “service"
To present methods for tapping into one’s innate abilities to demonstrate excellence
To prevent complacency, mediocrity, and burnout in the workplace

About the Presenter: Lucy V. Cantú is a Transformational Speaker, Teacher & Coach.
She credits the learning gained through a series of
motherhood, career, and life experiences, including
poverty as a child, for landing her in the field of
personal & professional development. Years ago, she
felt called to help Latino parents by empowering
them to lead their children to success. Pursuing this
“calling” put her on a path of deep growth,
expansion, and discovery. Her experiences
ultimately led her to tap an innate gift and talent for
helping people break through limitations and reach
their greater potential. Today, she passionately
inspires audiences by delivering life-enhancing and
life-changing lessons in a style that’s down-to-earth
and laced with laughter and grace.
www.lucyvcantu.com.

“Her training is deep yet practical. Her enthusiasm for people is infectious. I trust Lucy to bring her ‘A-Game’
every time she provides training.”
Skip Forsyth, Education Specialist, Region 16 Education Service Center

